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Abstract
The generalized tight-binding model, based on the subenvelope functions of distinct sub-
lattices, is developed to investigate the magnetic quantization in sliding bilayer graphenes. The
relative shift of two graphene layers induces a dramatic transformation between the Dirac-cone
structure and the parabolic band structure, and thus leads to drastic changes of Landau levels
(LLs) in the spatial symmetry, initial formation energy, intergroup anti-crossing, state degen-
eracy and semiconductor-metal transition. There exist three kinds of LLs, i.e., well-behaved,
perturbed and undefined LLs, which are characterized by a specific mode, a main mode plus
side modes, and a disordered mode, respectively. Such LLs are clearly revealed in diverse
magneto-optical selection rules. Specially, the undefined LLs frequently exhibit intergroup
anti-crossings in the field-dependent energy spectra, and show a large number of absorption
peaks without optical selection rules.
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Introduction
The essential electronic properties of layered graphenes can be easily modulated by means of the
stacking configurations,1−9 external fields,9,10 numbers of layers,1,2 deformed structures,11−13 and
so on. The highly symmetric layer configurations include the, AA14 AB15,16 and ABC stackings.17,18
The random-stacking 19−21 and the twisted22−24 structures can be produced by specific experimen-
tal methods. These systems possess very special band structures, which can be further quantized
by applying a uniform perpendicular magnetic field B = B0zˆ.25−30 The diverse magneto-electronic
energy spectra are clearly displayed in the interesting physical properties, e.g., the optical selec-
tion rules31−33 and the novel Hall effect.34−37 This work is focused on how the various stacking
configurations in sliding bilayer graphenes lead to the feature-rich magnetic quantization and the
complex magneto-absorption spectra.
The quantized Landau levels (LLs) are strongly dependent on the stacking configuration. A
multi-layer graphene exhibits N groups of valence and conduction LLs.26 Each group in the
AA-stacked system has the well-behaved LLs with monolayer-like energy spectra and spatially
symmetric wave functions.31 All the LLs of the AB-stacked system can be regarded as alike to
the bilayer and monolayer ones.26,27 Only a few LL intergroup anticrossings appear in the B0-
dependent energy spectra when the field strength is sufficiently large.27 Both intergroup and intra-
group anticrossings are revealed in the ABC-stacked systems; furthermore, the latter arise from the
Sombrero-shaped energy bands induced by the interlayer couplings.38 The majority of the LLs in
these two systems are well-behaved ones, and the anticrossing LLs within a certain B0-range be-
long to the perturbed ones. By changing the chiral angle, fractal LL energy spectra exist in twisted
bilayer graphenes.30
The effective-mass model may be too complex or cumbersome for solving the equations gov-
erning the magnetic-electronic properties of sliding bilayer graphenes with random stacking con-
figurations, although it could conceivably be used to comprehend the low-energy magnetic quan-
tization of fewer-layer graphenes.27,39 Apparently, the dramatic transformation between the Dirac
cone structure and the parabolic band structure5,6 means that the magnetic Hamiltonian matrix will
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be too complicated to diagonalize. We have developed the generalized tight-binding model for var-
ious external fields,9,25,26,31,32,38 in which the Hamiltonian matrix is built from the tight-binding
basis functions, i.e., the subenvelope functions on the distinct sublattices. The main characteristics
of the geometric structures are directly reflected in the magnetically quantized electronic states.
The spatial distributions of the subenvelope function are critical in distinguishing how many kinds
of LLs exist in sliding bilayer graphenes. This study shows that the well-behaved, the perturbed
and the undefined LLs are characterized by a specific mode, a main mode plus side modes, and a
disordered mode, respectively. The first theoretical predictions on the undefined LLs indicate that
many absorption peaks without specific selection rules are included.
Method
The stacking configurations can be tuned by the relative shift between two graphene layers. The
AA stacking, corresponding to δ = 0 (in units of the C−C bond length b0 = 1.42 ), has identical
(x,y) projections for all carbon atoms. When one layer is gradually shifted along the armchair
direction (xˆ), the AB stacking configuration is reached when δ = 1. With a further increase in
the shift, δ = 1.5 is defined as the AA′ stacking, where each carbon atom has the same chemical
environment, but a different coordinate projection. The low-energy Hamiltonian, associated with
four 2pz orbitals in the primitive unit cell, can be expressed as H= − ∑
<i, j>
γi j c†i c j. γi j is the
intralayer or the interlayer hopping integral between lattice sites i and j; its strength presumably
depends on the distance and the angle of two 2pz orbitals in the form of6
− γi j = γ0e−
d−b0
ρ [1− (d · ez
d
)2]+ γ1e
− d−d0ρ (
d · ez
d
)2 (1)
γ0 =−2.7 eV is the intralayer nearest-neighbor hopping integral, γ1 = 0.48 eV the interlayer ver-
tical hopping integral, d the position vector connecting two lattice points, d0 = 3.35 the interlayer
distance, and ρ = 0.184b0 the decay length.
The magnetic field B0zˆ induces periodical Peierls phases which modulate the hopping integral
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as γi j (B) = γi j exp(i 2piΦ0
∫ r j
ri A(r) · dr),25,26,47 where Φ0 (= hc/e) is the flux quantum. Within a
chosen vector potential A = (0,B0x,0), the primitive unit cell is an enlarged rectangle with 8R =
8×79000/B0 carbon atoms, where R is the ratio of the flux quantum to the magnetic flux through
each hexagon, and restricted to a positive integer in the calculations. The magnetic Bloch wave
function is the linear superposition of the 8R tight-binding functions {|Alik〉; |Blik〉 | l=1,2i=1,2,..,2R}(Fig.
1(a)), where l is the layer index, and i represents the ith atom in each sublattice.
Results and discussion
Electronic properties
The low-lying band structures in the sliding bilayer graphenes intricately respond to the various
stacking configurations. They are equivalent for two valleys K+ and K−, since the space-inversion
symmetry is unbroken.40 The AA-stacked system, as shown in Fig. 2(a) for energy bands near K+,
possesses two pairs of linear conduction and valence bands, in which the first and the second pairs
of Dirac cones are situated at Ec,v ∼ +0.32 eV and −0.36 eV, respectively. As the configuration
gradually moves away from an AA stacking configuration (Fig. 2(b) at δ = 1/8), the electronic
states in the lower cone of the first pair strongly hybridize with those of the upper cone of the
second pair. An eye-shaped stateless region along the kx-direction is created near EF , and two-band
contact points remain as the Fermi-momentum states (kF ’s).6 Electronic states near these two kF ’s
are symmetric about the ky-axis, mainly owing to the space-inversion and y−→−y symmetries.
It should be noted that the Dirac cone structures are becoming smoother and distorted during
the variation of the stacking configuration, and are even separated for a δ larger than the critical
displacement (δc ' 5/8; δ = 6/8 in Fig. 2(c)). The complete separations of the upper and the lower
Dirac cones indicate that two pairs of energy bands are reformed at the different energies. The
band-edge states, corresponding to the first and the second pairs of energy bands, have Ec,v ' 0
and (Ec ' 0.32 eV; Ev '−0.36 eV), respectively.
A further increase from δ = 1 to δ = 1.5 also leads to drastic changes of the band structure.
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As is apparent from Fig. 2(d), the AB stacking exhibits two pairs of parabolic bands, being char-
acterized by the weak band overlap near EF . With increments of δ , the parabolic bands of the first
pair are seriously distorted along kˆy and −kˆy simultaneously, as shown in Fig. 2(e) at δ = 11/8.
The region outside the created eye-shape region, with two Dirac points at distinct energies, grows
quickly; furthermore, two neighboring conduction (valence) bands form strong hybrids. Finally,
the two pairs of the isotropic Dirac cones are reformed in the AA′ stacking (Fig. 2(f)), in which
the Dirac points are located at different wave vectors with Ec,v '−0.11 eV and 0.1 eV. The cone
axes are tilted in the opposite directions for the conduction and valence bands, as clearly displayed
in the two distinct loops with a constant energy measured from the current Dirac point (Fig. 1(c)).
Each LL wave function is characterized by the subenvelope functions of distinct sublattices.
The AA stacking exhibits well-behaved LLs with four-fold degeneracy for each (kx,ky) state. All
the LLs localized at the 2/6 position of the enlarged unit cell are shown in Fig. 3(a) for B0 = 40
T; similar localization centers corresponding to the other degenerate states occur at the 1/6, 4/6
and 5/6 positions. The localization centers are determined by the effective momentum due to the
magnetic field and the ky−component of the K+ or K− point (Fig. 1(b)). Two groups of conduction
and valence LLs are defined by the number (n) of zero points in the dominating B1 or B2 sublattice.
The subenvelope functions are well fitted by the composite functions of the Hermite polynominal
and the Gaussian function; they can also be obtained from the low-energy expansion around the
K+ point by diagonalizing the Hamiltonian matrix. The nc,v1 = 0 LL of the first group (blue) starts
to form at Ec,v ' 0.32 eV, and then the LL energies grow in the
√
nc,v1 form. Similar results can
also be found in the second group (red) with the nc,v2 = 0 LL at E
c,v '−0.36 eV.
The feature-rich LLs are generated by the relative shift of two graphene layers. The low-lying
LLs near EF are drastically altered even for a small shift, e.g., the eight LLs are equally contributed
by the first and the second groups in Fig. 3(b) at δ = 1/8. The proportional relationship between
their energies and
√
nc,v is thoroughly destroyed, mainly owing to the strong hybridization of the
two neighboring Dirac-cone states (Fig. 2(b)). The subenvelope functions, corresponding to the
eight LLs in the range of −0.1 eV ≤Ec,v≤ 0.1 eV, originate from the magnetic quantization of
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the electronic states outside the eye-shaped stateless region. They still have a specific zero-point
number, as indicated by the B1 or B2 sublattice. However, the regular oscillations with spatial
symmetries are somewhat distorted. Such perturbed LLs can be described by a main mode (nc,v)
and extra modes (nc,v =±1; even ±2 in a few cases). The relationship between these two kinds of
mixed modes is mainly determined by the field strength and the stacking configuration. The extra
modes can be easily enhanced by modulating B0, which thus leads to the low-energy intergroup
LL anticrosssings (Fig. 4(b)).
The main characteristics of the two groups of LLs are totally changed when the relative shift
is sufficiently large. The simple relationship between LL energy and
√
nc,v is absent for all LLs,
as shown in Fig. 3(c) at δ = 6/8. The first and second groups start to form at Ec,v1 (n1) ' 0 and
(Ec(n2) ' 0.32 eV & Ev(n2) ' −0.36 eV), respectively, and directly reflect the band-edge state
energies in Fig. 2(c). Only two LLs in the first group are close to EF , and the energy spacings
of the other LLs exceed 0.1 eV. This means that only these two LLs can occupy all electronic
states outside the eye-shaped region. The conduction and valence LLs of the first group belong
to the perturbed LLs before the emergence of those of the second group. For example, the two
LLs near EF are roughly equivalent to nv1 = 0 and n
c
1 = 1 from the dominating B
1 sublattice.
On the other hand, all the LLs in the second group, as well as the neighboring LLs in the first
group, oscillate irregularly on distinct sublattices and cannot be identified as any simple mode.
The spatial symmetries of the subenvelope functions are lost; furthermore, the irregular oscillations
continuously change with the field strength (Fig. 5(b)). It is quite difficult to characterize such LLs
based on the spatial distributions of the dominating sublattice; therefore, the highly-degenerate
electronic states without main modes are classified as undefined LLs. Several of the initial LLs in
the second group exhibit rather strong fluctuations, but not the regular oscillations with few zero
points. This clearly illustrates that the undefined LLs are closely related to the thorough separations
of the upper and the lower Dirac cones (Fig. 2(c)). Such special LLs are easily observed in the 5/8
≤ δ ≤ 7/8 region corresponding to the drastic deformation of the Dirac-cone structures.
Two pairs of parabolic bands in the AB stacking are quantized into two groups of well-behaved
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LLs, as shown in Fig. 3(d). The first group possesses nv1 = 0 and n
c
1 = 1 LLs near EF as a result of
the weak band overlap. Both groups of LLs can exist simultaneously at higher energy, while their
spatial symmetries are totally different from each other. Consequently, there are no intergroup
LL anti-crossings in the B0-dependent spectrum (Fig. 4(d)). Concerning the δ = 11/8 bilayer
graphene, the strong hybridization of the two neighboring conduction (valence) bands results in
many undefined LLs at |Ec,v| ≥ 0.25 eV (Fig. 3(e)). They can survive in the range of 10.5/8≤ δ ≤
11.5/8, reflecting the dramatic transformation from the parabolic bands into the Dirac cones. Some
perturbed LLs with few zero points appear at lower energy, which means that the initial LLs in
both groups are generated from the quantized states of the deformed Dirac cones. An obvious
energy gap Eg'0.2 eV, related to the energy difference of two Dirac points, is revealed. When
the Dirac cone structures are reconstructed, the AA′ stacking possesses two groups of well-defined
LLs at Ec,v(n1 = 0) = −0.11 eV and Ec,v(n2 = 0) = 0.1 eV. The proportional relationship between
LL energy and
√
nc,v is recovered. The two localization centers of the nc,v1 = 0 and n
c,v
2 = 0 LLs
deviate from the 2/6 position along opposite directions since the ky-component is different for the
current Dirac points and the K+ point. Corresponding to the centered LL, the tilted Dirac-cone
axis causes the conduction and the valence LLs in each group to have the opposite deviations, and
this tendency is gradually enhanced with an increase in energy.
The B0-dependent energy spectra are useful in understanding the formation of the two groups,
the intergroup anticrossings, the energy gap and the state degeneracy. From the initial LLs at
B0 → 0, the first and second groups in the AA system are formed at 0.32 eV and −0.36 eV,
respectively (Fig. 4(a)). All the LLs, with the exception of the fixed nc,v1 = 0 and n
c,v
2 = 0 LLs,
own a simple
√
B0-dependence. The energy gap, i.e., the energy difference between the two LLs
nearest to EF , exhibits frequent semiconductor-metal transitions. State degeneracy remains four-
fold, except at the intergroup crossings. The small shift shown in Fig. 4(b) at δ = 1/8 induces the
special intergroup anticrossings from the low-lying perturbed LLs in −0.1 eV ≤ Ec,v ≤ 0.1 eV.
Therefore, there exist two entangled LLs very close to EF , which dominate the semiconductor-
metal transitions. Their zero points gradually decrease with an increasing B0. These transitions
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are associated with the distorted band structure outside but near the eye-shaped region (Fig. 2(b)).
Moreover, the space-inversion and y−→−y symmetries near two kF ’s lead to eight-fold degenerate
LLs in the −0.05 eV ≤ Ec,v ≤ 0.05 eV region for B0 ≤ 10 T.
A dramatic transformation between the Dirac-cone structure and the parabolic band structure
appears at larger shifts, and so do the first and second group. Both groups, shown in Fig. 4(c) at
δ = 6/8, are reformed at Ec,v(n1)' 0 and (Ec(n2) = 0.32 eV & Ev(n2) =−0.36 eV); similar LL
distributions can also be found in the 5/8 ≤ δ ≤ 8/8 region. Each LL in the second group displays
significant anticrossings with all the LLs in the first group, which clearly illustrates that the former
is composed of various zero-point modes, or that it can be verified as an undefined LL. The energy
gap is non-existent for B0 ≤ 30 T and gradually appears and increases for B0 ≥ 30 T. As for the
eight-fold degenerate LLs, the range of existence is extended into −0.1 eV ≤ Ec,v ≤ 0.1 eV and
B0 ≤ 10 T. However, this range narrows for a further increase of δ and disappears for δ ≥ 1.
During the stacking configuration transformation from AB → AA′, the conduction (valence)
LLs of the first group and the valence (conduction) LLs of the second group approach each other,
as indicated in Figs. 4(d)-4(f). The LLs conglomerate and are reformed as the first (second) group
until at least δ ≥ 10.5/8. The reformation of both groups causes the semiconductor-metal transi-
tion to occur more frequently in the B0-dependent energy spectra (Fig. 4(e)), while the AB stacking
only exhibits a relatively slow gap opening. There are also many intergroup anticrossings from the
undefined LLs at |Ec,v| ≥ 0.25 eV, but only a few from the perturbed LLs at lower energy (green
circles). Apparently, such anticrossings are absent in the AB, AA′ and AA stacking configurations.
It is noteworthy how the spatial distributions of the LL wave functions are dramatically altered
in the intergroup anticrossings. The low-lying anticrossings of the perturbed LLs for δ = 1/8 are
illustrated in Fig. 5(a). The nc2 = 3 LL of the second group (red circles) avoids crossings with the
nv1 = 6 and 5 LLs (blue circles) in the range of 26 T ≤ B0 ≤ 50 T. At B0 = 26 T, the main nc2 = 3
mode only somewhat deviates from the regular distribution on the dominating sublattice, or the side
modes of nc2 = 4 and n
c
2 = 5 are weak. With an increase in field strength, the deviation becomes
more pronounced and eventually reaches a maximum at B0' 31.5 T, where the anticrossing nv1 = 6
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LL displays a similar spatial variation. Their subenvelop functions possess the identical side modes
of n = 4 and n = 5; therefore, they are forbidden to have the same energy. A more obvious
anticrossing, related to the nc2 = 3 and n
v
1 = 5 LLs, occurs at B0 ' 34 T; this is mainly caused by
the n = 4 side mode. Moreover, the anticrossing of nc2 = 3 and n
v
1 = 7 is quite faint at B0 ' 28 T,
further indicating that the n± 1 side modes are stronger than the n±2 ones. As a result, the nc2 = 3
LL does not show anticrossings with the nv1 ≥ 8 LLs. In addition, the few low-lying anticrossings
at δ = 11/8 mainly originate from the side modes of n ± 1 (Fig. 4(e)).
On the other side, the undefined LLs for δ = 6/8 and δ = 11/8, respectively shown in Figs.
5(b) and 5(c) exhibit relatively strong oscillations without spatial symmetry for any field strength.
The number of oscillations is large even for the three initial undefined LLs of the second group
(α,β ;γ), and it gradually grows as B0 decreases. That is to say, they do not have a main mode
in the entire B0-range. However, the main modes of the perturbed LLs can survive even in the
intergroup anticrossings.
Optical properties
The diverse spatial distributions of three kinds of LLs are directly reflected in the magneto-optical
absorption spectra calculated from the Fermi golden rule.31,32,41 The spectral intensities are dom-
inated by the intralayer nearest-neighbor hopping integral; that is, they are associated with the
Al(Bl) sublattice of the initial state and the Bl(Al) sublattice of the final state. The AA stacking, as
shown in Fig. 6(a) at B0 = 40 T, displays many prominent symmetric peaks that obey the specific
selection rule ∆n= nvm−ncm =±1. This rule can be understood from the well-behaved spatial dis-
tributions of the subenvelope functions on the intralayer Al and Bl sublattices.31,32 There are only
two categories of absorption peaks arising from intragroup optical vertical excitations. Intergroup
excitations are forbidden because of the special relationships among the wave functions of the two
Dirac cone structures.41 Two threshold peaks, associated with the four LLs nearest to EF , occur
at ω = 0.05 eV, and the other intragroup excitation peaks come into existence at ω ≥ 0.63 eV.
Consequently, a wide zone of forbidden frequencies is observed.
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Conclusion
We further developed the generalized tight-binding model based on the subenvelope functions of
distinct sublattices. This model is very suitable for understanding the magnetic quantization of slid-
ing bilayer graphenes, and could also be used to investigate the magnetic properties in the other 2D
materials, such as MoS242,43 and Silicene.44,45 The relative shift of two graphene layers induces
a transformation between two types of band structures; therefore, feature-rich LLs are revealed
in the field-dependent energy spectra by the initial formation energies, intergroup anti-crossings,
state degeneracy, semiconductor-metal transitions and localization centers. The spatial distribution
symmetries of three kinds of LLs dominate the diverse magneto-optical selection rules. More pecu-
liarly, the undefined LLs display the anti-crossing energy spectra for any field strength, and create
many absorption peaks in the absence of a specific selection rule. The predicted magneto-electronic
properties and absorption spectra could be verified by scanning tunneling spectroscopy7,46 and op-
tical spectroscopy,33 respectively.
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Figure 1: (a) The sliding bilayer graphene with a relative shift along the armchair direction has
an enlarged rectangular unit cell in a uniform magnetic field. (b) The first Brillouin zone with two
corners K+ and K−. (c) The constant energy curves of δ = 12/8 correspond to the current Dirac
points.
Figure 2: The low-lying band structures near the K+ point for various stacking configurations:
(a) δ = 0, (b) 1/8, (c) 6/8, (d) 8/8, (e) 11/8; (f) 12/8.
Figure 3: The LL energies and wave functions at B0 = 40 T for (a) δ = 0, (b) 1/8, (c) 6/8, (d) 8/8,
(e) 11/8; (f) 12/8.
Figure 4: The magnetic-field-dependent energy spectra for (a) δ = 0, (b) 1/8, (c) 6/8, (d) 8/8, (e)
11/8; (f) 12/8.
Figure 5: The evolution of the subenvelope functions on the dominating B1 sublattice during the
intergroup anticrossing for (a) δ = 1/8, (b) 6/8; (c) 11/8. α , β and γ represent the initial three
undefined LLs of the second group.
Figure 6: The magneto-absorption spectra at B0 = 40 T for (a) δ = 0, (b) 1/8, (c) 6/8, (d) 8/8, (e)
11/8; (f) 12/8.
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Figure 1: (a) The sliding bilayer graphene with a relative shift along the armchair direction has an
enlarged rectangular unit cell in a uniform magnetic field. (b) The first Brillouin zone with two
corners K+ and K−. (c) The constant energy curves of δ = 12/8 correspond to the current Dirac
points.
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Figure 2: The low-lying band structures near the K+ point for various stacking configurations: (a)
δ = 0, (b) 1/8, (c) 6/8, (d) 8/8, (e) 11/8; (f) 12/8.
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Figure 3: The LL energies and wave functions at B0 = 40 T for (a) δ = 0, (b) 1/8, (c) 6/8, (d) 8/8,
(e) 11/8; (f) 12/8.
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Figure 4: The magnetic-field-dependent energy spectra for (a) δ = 0, (b) 1/8, (c) 6/8, (d) 8/8, (e)
11/8; (f) 12/8.
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Figure 5: The evolution of the subenvelope functions on the dominating B1 sublattice during the
intergroup anticrossing for (a) δ = 1/8, (b) 6/8; (c) 11/8. α , β and γ represent the initial three
undefined LLs of the second group.
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Figure 6: The magneto-absorption spectra at B0 = 40 T for (a) δ = 0, (b) 1/8, (c) 6/8, (d) 8/8, (e)
11/8; (f) 12/8.
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